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In February 2004, the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) 
issued “Provisional Administrative Rules Governing Derivatives Activities of 
Financial Organization”, indicating the restart of the financial futures market in 
China after nearly ten years’ break. Authorizing financial organizations to 
engage in derivatives activities is a crucial stride made toward establishing a 
new financial market. To call it “a crucial stride” is because derivatives market 
differs from the traditional securities market either in concepts, form or in its 
activities and responsibilities, moreover, its fictitious qualities and the varied 
changes brought by leverage have already presented new challenges to the 
financial supervision of our country. 
Since the American President Nixon’s proclamation to stop selling gold to 
foreign central banks at official prices, the “The Bretton Woods Systems” that 
had effectively maintained the Western financial systems for almost 30 years 
began to disintegrate. The disappearance of fixed rates system directly shook the 
balance of financial asset value. Exchange rate futures and profit rate futures 
emerged in response to the continuous and effective growth of financial asset 
values. Since then, a reform came over the financial market against all 
expectations. A large amount of financial futures and option products had been 
constantly created and within 30 years, financial derivatives became an 
indispensable part of the international financial market. Derivatives market 
became the third largest financial products market ranked after bank credit 
market and negotiable securities market. Due to the brief history and the 
constant chaos of financial derivatives, markets all over the world are 
consistently groping their way forward. Problems for China’s reopening of this 
market lie more in how to resolve the contradiction between financial creativity 
and market stability, how to rationally look upon financial derivatives, how to 
set up the steps, what the theoretical bases of supervision are, and what the 
effective mode and reasonable measures of supervision are. Those are all the 
issues in urgent need of systematic study and also the objects to be explored in 
this dissertation.  















Chapter 1 “A Rational Perspective of China’s Financial Derivatives 
Market”: Being fictitious and speculative, financial derivatives have always 
been scorned by people in favor of entity economy. This mentality results from 
the lack of contact with the financial derivatives for quite a long time. When 
China is to restart the financial derivatives trading, it is necessary to guide the 
society to rationally look upon and learn about the essence of derivatives and 
willingly engage in this business. Only in this way can derivatives market 
flourish and grow steadily. This chapter proceeds from the “327 National Bond 
Event” in Shanghai Stock Exchange in February 1995, examines the overall 
situation of our financial futures market and reasons of the prevailing prejudice 
against financial derivatives held by our society after the southeast Asian 
financial crisis at the end of last century, analyzes the essence of financial 
derivatives market by explaining the items one by one, and argues the 
necessities for a rational understanding of the financial derivatives market. 
Chapter 2 “The Positive Significances of Developing China’s Financial 
Derivatives Market”: This chapter demonstrates two positive significances of 
developing the financial derivatives market in our country. The first significance 
is to respond to the negotiable securities market and provide channels for 
investors to transfer risks because derivatives and negotiable securities are 
interdependent. The second significance is to hedge risks of financial assets so 
as to reduce the loss from foreign exchange loans and foreign investment due to 
changes in exchange rate and profit rate. The chapter also elaborates on its 
effects of improving the practical and operational skills and psychological 
diathesis of Chinese investors and its positive significance contributing to an 
early achievement of a financial power.  
Chapter 3 “The Time and Item choice to Establish China’s Financial 
Derivatives Market”: Though it is positive to establish financial derivatives 
market in our country, financial derivatives differ from the traditional securities 
in the form of trading, the enormous volume of transactions and its leverage, 
which altogether set a higher demand on the environment to establish the market. 
This chapter discusses in detail the mature macro environment and good social 
conditions necessary for setting up the market. It is advisable to proceed from 
easy to difficult and from small to big in choosing items of financial derivatives, 














taking these steps. 
Chapter 4 “The Guiding Measures and Supportive Systems in China’s 
Financial Derivatives Market”: By presenting a systematic analysis of the 
guiding measures and supportive systems, this chapter endeavors to prove the 
necessity of providing perfect guidance for trading to prevent crisis resulting 
from the investors’ lack of knowledge. Meanwhile, the chapter points out that 
the exchanges in China should be equipped with powerful systems of 
transaction and settlement and a team of capable and talented management 
personnel to ensure the smooth development of the market transaction and 
settlement. 
Chapter 5 “The Modes and Strategies of Supervision over China’s 
Financial Derivatives Market”: Supervision is one of the most testing subjects in 
the business of financial products and how to establish an effective supervision 
mode and framework to achieve the expected objective has been under constant 
discussion and adjustment in every market. This chapter states, from a strategic 
perspective, that China’s financial derivatives market must have its supervision 
mode and strategies, and works out a whole set of blueprint about the necessities, 
strategies, framework, nature and content of supervision over China’s financial 
derivatives market. 
Chapter 6 “The Means and Objects of Supervision over China’s Financial 
Derivatives Market”: In echoing the fifth chapter, this chapter concentrates on 
the implementation of strategies of supervision, emphasizes what groups of 
people and institutions ought to be specially supervised in China’s financial 
derivatives market, and puts forward systematic suggestions of applying 
administrative or legislative means to supervise the market. 
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